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Abstract
The purpose of this

characteristics

study was to identify

the

of nonlonely people, situationally

lonely people and chronically

loneIy peoplei and

to determine if the onset of loneliness is caused.
by environmental factors,
factors within

rather than by internal

the people themselves.

This thesis

is divided into two parts, each was a separate
study ínvolving a separate set of subjects and
separate data analyses.
The first

study was primarily

designed to

determine in which ways situationally
ally loneIy people differ"

and chronic-

Altogether three groups

of subjects \,^/ere compared: One g,roup (n =

3O)

consisted of people who were not lonely, another
(n = 29) of situationally

Ionely individuals,

third group (n = 30) of chronically
The results

and

lonely people.

indicated that most of the significant

differences \^/ere found between those who were not
lonely and those who \dere chronically
situationally

lonely"

The

lonely subjects and the chronically

lonely subjects differed

l-

l_ r_

significantly

from one

a

another on five of the variables measuredu
chronically

lonely subjects attributed

Ttre

their lone-

liness to unstable external causes significantly
more than the situationalry

ronely did"

The chronic-

aIly loneIy subj ects reported that their fathers
significantly

less satisfied

quality of their

with the number and the

own (i.e", the fathers')

The situationally

friendships.

lonery subjects had not lived in

lvinnipeg as long as Lhe chronicarly
had.

\^/ere

The situationally

lonely subjects

loneIy people spent most of

their childhood in a town, whereas the chronically
lonely subjects had spent most of their childhood in
a city.

Tn the past six months significantly

situationally

lonely subjects had started a new job

than chronically
situationally

more

lonely subjects had.

lonely and the chronically

jects reported being less socially
nonlonely subjects.

Both the
lonely sub-

active than the

The situationally

lonely people

displayed evidence of dealing with their loneriness,
by calling or visiting

a friend and by going out,

whereas the chronically

ronely did not.

that if the chronically

lonery peopre tried to achieve

rt is believed

higher levels of sociar contact they could overcome
r-v

some,

if not all,¡of their lonely feeling,s.
The second part of this thesis v/as a quasi_

experiment to d-etermine if a precipitating event

believed to cause loneliness did cause ít and what
related effects there were in self-esteem and depression. Ttre crucial situation (or precipitating event)
in this study was the loss of an athretic competition.
Having subjects participate in a sporting,event pro_
vided a suitable setting for an investigation of
lonelinesso Ninety-eight subjects v/ere recruited
from private racquet clubs to participate in this study.
The subjects \,vere divided into giroups of male and
female winners and losers.

subj

ects \¡/ere reguired

to complete three separate questionnairesi one prior
to their match, a second one immediately after their
match and a final questionnaire just before they

prior to the match there \^/ere
no differences between the winners and the losers.

went to bed that night.

The findings supported the h14>othesis that, after

a

match, losing subjects manifested greater loneliness,
depression and lower self-esteem than did winning

subjects and than they, themselves, did prior to
their match.

V

This demonstrated that situationar factors are
crucial to the onset of ]oneliness rather than
attributing the cause of the probrem to the people
themselves. This study provided the investigator
with the opportunity to see if such events could
be used as a quasi-experimental way of manipulating

loneliness in future work.

vl_
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PART 1

A comparison of chronic and situationarry Lonery
Students

Loneliness is a widespread social problem.
Bradburn (1969) reported that 26% of Lhe respondents

in a national American survey felt Ionely.
Peplau and perlman (r979) define roneliness

as

a social deficiency, a discrepancy between oner s
desired and achieved 1evel of social relations.
Although many people who live alone report feeling

ronely more often than those who live with others,
being arone or sociarry isorated is
synonyrnous
with being lone1y.
different kinds of loneriness have been
suggested" De Jong - Gierverd and Raadscherders
Many

(L982) have identified three bases for distinguishing

types of loneliness.

They are the evaruative dimen-

sionr ärr interpersonal dimension and a duration dimension. with the evaluative dimension, some discussions of loneliness focus solely on the aversive

nature of the e>çerience, others portray loneliness
as including positive qualities such as useful self-

2

confrontation.

Second, the interpersonal dimension

has been crassified in terms of the interpersonal

deficiencies being experienced by the lonely person.
For instance , lrlei s s ( 197 3 ) di stingui shed between
social and emotionar loneliness, or loneriness due
to a lack of intimate relationships. Third, forms
of loneriness have been distinguished in Lerms of
their duration.

rn

some

instances, loneliness is

a

relatively

short rived experience,- in others, it is
a chronic, enduring condition.
The chronic versus short-term distinction

intuitively

important and promising to the
present author- rt is akin to the trait versus
seems

the state distinction that has proved usefur in the
anxiety literature.
However, relatively little has
been done about the duration olimension of roneliness.
Young (1982) has noted the importance of the

chronicity dimension in his writing, claiming that
chronic loneriness "invorves long-term behavioral
deficits in relating to other peopIe". He wrote,
"r would predict that the chronically lonely have
fewer close friends and intimate rerationships than

the situationally lonely" " He sees situational (or

short term) loner-iness as caused by abrupt changes
in one's social patterns. These changres are, in
his view, often brought about by such major life
events as moving,, getting divorced, going away to
college, and the like"
Gerson and perlman (L979) examined. communication

skj-lIs

three giroups. They found that situationally lonely subjects \^¡ere more successful as comamong

munication senders than \,vere chronically lonery or
nonlonely subjects. They interpreted this finding

as reflecting a heightened state of arousal created
by the onset of lonelj_ness.
The purpose of the present study was to investigate

further the distinction between chronic and temporary
(or situational) loneliness. Given the sparsíty of
previous work on this topic, a broad_based
investigation

seemed most appropriate"

one of the variables under study in this research

project was friendship.

Based on young (Lgg2) the

chronically loneIy subjects were expected to report
having fewer friends and having less contact with
these friends than the situationally lonely subjects.
Young also cl-aimed that the transient state of

loneriness (situational) is brought about by sudden
changes in one's life, such as moving, going to
college" g'etting married or divorced, etc.. These
events are considered stressfur experiences.

The

situationally lonely subjects \¡/ere expected to have
experienced one or more stressful events in ttre six
months preceding the study which have contributed

partially or entirely to their state of loneliness.
lrleiner (1974, rg79) developed a moder of causal
attributions which has been used to determine what
people attribute their l-oneliness to and how their
attributions affect their future expectations of
overcoming their lonelinesso peplaur RusseIl, and
Heim (1979) contended that the "d.uration of lone-

liness was rerated to internality of attributionsÉ
According to weinerr s attributional theory, there

"

are two primary dimensions, locus of causality
(internal vs. external) and stability.
A third
nlore recent dimension of the theory is controrlability.
A study by Miche1a, peplau,

and. Weeks

(IlÍote 1)

exam_

ined l¡Ieiner¡s attribution model of the experience of

loneliness. Their findings, although not taking
into consideration the chronicity factor, strongly
supported l{einerr s model

peplau and perlman (Ig7g) speculated that

situationally lone1y people commonly attribute
their feelings to unstable causes, whil_e chronic_
a1ly lonely people attribute their feelings to
internal, stable causes. Another goal of the
present study was to test the Gerson and perlman
speculatio'- rt has been reported that depression,
hopelessness

and.

pessimism are associated with

internal stable attributions (Gerson ç perrmann
L979; peplau, Russell, & Heim, L979; Rubenstein
& Shaver, 19BO). Tf chronically lonely subjects
make more stable attributions, then they might be
e>çected to report feelings of depression, hope_
lessness and pessimism significantly more often

than the aituationally 1onely subjects.
Rubenstein and Shaver (1980) measured

27

possible feelings associated with lonerinêsso
NYU Loneliness Scaler àrr B_item scaIe, was used.

The

to determine how lonely their subjects v/ere. They
found that those who were severery lonery (chronicaIJ-y lonely) did not exhibit any tlpe of behavior
that would help them overcome their lonelinesso
Those who were suffering a temporary state of

loneriness (situationally

Ionely) ¿isplayed evidence

of dealing with their loneliness by calling
visiting

friends ¡ or by going out.

study anticipated

similar

The present

results,

Based on previous research findings,

are lonely, e)<press some dissatisfaction
family relatíons;

or

those

who

with their

are higher in self-consciousness,

less assertive and lower in self-esteem than their
nonlonely counterpartso These people also report
greater shyness and score higher on social anxiety
scales ( Perlman ç peplau, L979; Rubenstein & Shaver,
1980; Zimbardo, 1977; Berke, Note 2¡ Goswick,
Note 3). The above mentioned variables \^/ere measured
in the present study and the situationalry lonery
subjects were e>çected to show significantly
personality deficits
the chronically

(i.e.,

fewer

row self-esteem) than

lonely subjects.

Since situation_

alIy lonely people ere e>çeriencing a temporary
state of loneliness,

their character may change

somewhat,' but only after

a prolonged period of lone-

linessr ãs with chronically
personality
will

deficits

lonely people, are

expected to develop.

feel unable to change their situation

The latter
and

consequently to blame themselves for their
liness,

leading to such personality

lone-

deficits

1ow self-esteem, lack of assertiveness,

as

self-

consciousness, shyness and anxiety.
The present study also examined the relation-

ship between social contacts and loneliness using
the same scale Goldenberg and perlman (Note 4)
in their

research.

The relationship

between social

contacts and loneliness has mixed support.
be due to the differences

used.

This

may

in samples and Lhe types

of measu.res used (Hoover, Skuja, & Cooper, L979;
Perlman & Peplau, L97Bi Rubenstein ç Shaver,
Goldenberg

6c

19BO;

perlman, LTote 4¡ cutrona, Russe11, & peplau,

Note 5). Significant

differences were expected to be

found between the number and the types of social
contacts and loneriness.

No relationship

was expected

between the number of previous moves and current

loneliness

(Packard, L972; Rubenstein a Shaver, IgBO) .

Although the primary aim of this study was the
identification

of differences between the situation-

a1J-y 1one1y people and the chronically

lonely people,

the author could not disregard the signifj-cant

differ-

B

ences that are expected between the nonlonely giroup
and the two lonely groups. Since situational lone_

liness is due to temporary factors t oT circumstances,
or both, fewer differences \^/ere expected to be found
between the nonlonely subjects and the situationalry

lonely subjects. chronic',loneliness is a prolonged
condition or a permanent state, it is due to factors,
or circumstances which mai-ntain the state of loneliness.
Ttrerefore many significant differences v/ere expected
between this group and the nonlonely group.
Perrman and peplau (L979) have

written that

lonely people are less happy, Iess satisfied, more
depresged, more pessimistic, tense, restless, anxious,
and higher in self-consciousness than nonlonely
peopre. Lonely people lack assertiveness and are
easily distracted from a task. rn the present study
the nonlonely group is expected to differentiate
itself from the situationally and the chronically
lone1y groups on most of the variables,

principal hypotheses ï/ere as follows:
1) fhe situationally lonely subjects would
The

-:

âttribuLe their recent 1oneliness to unstable external factors, whereas the

chronically loneIy subjects would attribute
their loneliness to stable internal factors;
2)

the situationally Ionely subjects would
be more assertive, higher ín self_esteem,
more anxious" less self_conscious, and not
as depressed as the chronically lonely sub_
j ects;

3)

the situationally 1one1y subjects would

be

more satisfied with their family relations
4)

than the chronically lonely subjects,r
the chronically lonely subjects would have
fewer social contacts than the situationally
lonely subjects;

s)

the situationally

lonely would have e)q)er_

ienced more sudden changes

in the past

six months than the chronically

Ionely had.

Method
Subj

ects

subject serection involved a screening session
to identify individuals that \¡/ere not lonely, those
that \¡/ere situationally ronely and those that \^¡ere
chronically loneIy.

For the screening session, 62s

10

male and female university students completed the

Loneliness Scale (Appendix A) twice. The first
time they indicated how they felt during the past

UCLA

week' The second time they answered with reference
to how they had felt generarly during the past several
years. The highest possible score a subject could
have was 64, the lowest possible score was 16. Higher

scores indicated greater loneliness.

rn selecting

subjects to participater ân effort was made to use
only those individuals who most clearly manifest each
type of loneliness.

Thus, a high percentage of the

individuals screened were not asked to take part in
the main phase of the study. The ruriects that \,vere
classified as not lonely had 1ow scores (i.e. , < 25)
on both the recent and the greneral part of the ugLA

Loneliness scale. Those that were considered

situationally Ionely had a high score (i.e. , > 37) on
the recent scale and a row score (i.e., ¿, 29) on the
gneral scale. The chronicarly ronely subjects had
high scores on the recent scale and on the general

scale" cutoffs of > 39 and ¡ 40, respectively were
used for selecting chronically lonely subjects"

I1

Ttrere v/ere 30 people in the nonlonely group,

15 males and 15 females"

The situationally

lonely

group was made up of 29 subjects, 9 males and
females. It was especially difficul_t to find
individuals,

especially ma1es, who fit

The chronically

20

this category.

lonely group consisted of 30 peopre,

15 males and 15 females"
The loneliness scores of the foreign students

attending university during the intersession were
not used in this study.

T2

Procedure

All subjects were administered the UCLA Loneliness Scale in their psychologry cIass. The scale
took approximately 15 minutes to complete. Subjects
\dere selected based on their responses. They were

contacted by telephone within two days from the time

that they completed the ucLA Lonel-iness scaler and \¡/ere
asked to participate in the "social Relations survey".
These individual-s were offered partial

course credit

or $4.00 for thèir participation.
There was a span
of about four days from the time the subjects had
filled out the ucLA Loneriness scale and had compreted
the questionnaire.
The Social Relations Survey questionnaire was

administered in a classroom setting, in groups of

3 to 7 subjects. Before beginnirg, the experimenter
reviewed the questionnaire with the subjects.

When

they had completed the questionnaire, 6I subjects
received partial course credit and 28 subjects

r,rere

paid $4.00 for their participation.
An informal debriefing took place immediately

13

after the subjects handed in their questionnaire.
UCLA

Loneliness Scale

Loneliness v/as measured by 16 of the 20 items
of the revised version of the ucLA Loneriness scale
(Appendix A) .

Four items vrere deleted so that the
screening sessions could be completed more quickly.
The deleted items were those with lower item to

scale correlations.

Be10w is an example of three of

the items from the scale used in the questionnaire:
NEVER RARELY SOMETTMES

OFTEN

I lack
companionshipl234
There are people
I feel close to

1

2

S

4

No one really
knowsmewell

1

2

S

4

The ucLA Loneliness scare is a widely used scale

to measure loneriness in the general popuration.
scare's psychometric properties

The

have been carefully

examined (Russell, peplau & Cutrona, l9B0), and
have been found to be good" Tndicative of high

internal

consistency among the items, the scar_e has
a cronbach alpha coefficient of
"g{n To assess con-

L4

current and construct validity,

scores on the

UCLA

scale have been correlated with various other
measures (i"e.,

time per day respondents spend

alone, various affective
with loneliness,

states presumed associated

dating status, etc.).

Correlations

ranged as high as .62.
A special problem in dealing with loneliness
is whether it is a concept unto itself

or whether

it is confounded with other variables such as depression, low self-esteem or anxiety"
to note that the discriminant

Thus, itt s important

validity

of the

UCI,A

Scale has been established via the novel use of factor analysis.
$ocial Relations Survey Questionnaire
This questionnaire

(Appendix B) was administered

to the 89 subjects participating

in this study.

Several variables v/ere measured in the questionnaire
to determine how the nonlonely, the situationally
Ionely and the chronically

lonely subjects differed

from one another.
The questionnaire begins by asking the subject

about hislher friends, social activities

and family

I5

relations"

Ttre format for this part of the question_

naire was derived from perlman et al" (1978)
" An
example of some of the items from this section are
presented below:
a) Compared to other people your ãgê, do you think
the number of good friends you have is:
1) much larger than averagfe
2) larger than averag:e
3) about average
4) smaller than averag,e
5) much smaller than average
b) On the average weekend, how much of your waking
time do you spend alone, by yourself?
1) very little
a lot
c) overall,

2) some 3) about half

4) quite

5) al-most all
how satisfied

are you with your current

family relationships?
Completely
satisfied
1234

Not at all_
5 satisfied

Ttre CES-D depression scale was the next part

of the guestionnaire to be completed. This scale is
a short, structured, self-report

measure designed for

16

use in general population surveys"

Radloff (I977)

reports that "the scale Ïras very high internal
consistency and adequate test-retest
fhe subjects answered this

repeatability,'.

scale in terms of how they

felt

during the past week (see page 13 of the question-

naire

")

Anxiety

\^ras measured

with Spielberger's

Anxiety Measures, a self-evaluation

State

questionnaire ín

which the subject must read each statement and indicate
how he/she feels at that moment.
Comreyr

s Shyness Scale follows the Anxiety

measure in the questionnaire.

The Shyness scale

is part of Andrew Comreyr s personality
(Comrey, 1965), a highly

of personality.

reliable

fnventory

and valid measure

Another variable measured in the

questionnaire is self-consciousness.
derived from Fenigstein,

This scale

Scheier, and. Buss (1975)

was
"

Subjects \dere asked to indicate how characteristic
each statement was of them (page !2, Appendix B).
A reliable

and valid measure of self-esteem developed

by Helmrich and Stapp (1974) is found on page 16 of
the questionnaire.

T7

The questionnaire took approximately t hour to
complete.
Results
Therrndependent' variabre in ttris study was rone-

liness.

Alongi this dimension, there was the non_

loneIy group, the situationally 1onely group and the
chronícally lonery group. The dependent variabres in
the study were the number of friends and the frequency
of contact, stressful events; family relations

and

background, demographic variables,

anxiety, social satisfaction, depression, shyness,
serf-esteem and assertiveness. Analyses of variance
were computed on alr the dependent variables mentioned
above. The technique for pairwise comparisons used

in this study was the Tukey - HSD Method" rt is the
best method for pairwise comparisons because it is
more powerful and more specific than other multiple
comparison procedures. The reader shour-d be aware,

however, that a weakness in the error rate does

exist when multiple F tests are performed. This
increases the probabirity of obtaining some significant F values by chance alone.

]B

Ivlanipulation Check
To check on the success of the manipulation,
the subjects were divided into the three loneliness
gror.rps, and then their
The results

loneliness scores \^/ere examined,

are presented below in Tab1e 1.
TABLE

1

Scores of the UCÍ,A Loneliness Scale

¡¿obe

MEAN

Ms

DEVÏATION
NONLONELY SUBJECTS
20

RECENT

"57
20"80

GENERÄL
S

RECEIflT
GENERAL

25

2L

L6-25

2.89

25

22

\6-2s

3"01

TTUATIONALLY LOI\ELY SUBJECTS

42.84
26.52

37

4I

29

2B

3-57
16-34
3

5.93
4"00

CÍIRONICALLY LONELY SUBJECTS
RECE}ilT
GENERÄL

42.43
43 "L7

38

43

40

4L

The mean loneliness

groups differed

-49
37 -54
37

3

"7L

4 "52

scores indicate Ïrow the

from one another.

score the greater the loneliness.

The higher the
Ttre highest

possible score a subject could have was 64, the
lowest possible score \^/as 16. Subject sel-ection

I9

was made by the following

criteria:

the chronically

1one1y subjects scored high on both the recent and

the general parts of the scale; the situationally
lonely subjects scored high on the recent scale and
fairly

low on the general scale; the nonlonely subjects

scored 1ow on both the recent and the general parts
of the scale.
situationally

Based on the tabled results,

the

lonery recent scores had the greatest

variability.

Differences between situationar and chronic Loneliness
Ttre situationally

1one1y subjects and the chronic-

ally lonely subjects differed significantly

from one

another on five of the measures (see Table Z). fhe

chronically Ionely subjects reported that their fathers
were less satisfied with the number and the quarity of
their (ie., the fatherts own) friendships.
Contrary to one of the hypotheses under ínvesti-

gation in this study, the chronically lonely subjects
attributed their loneliness to unstable external
causes significantly

1onely subjects did"

more than the situationally

"
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Another significant difference between the

situationally lonely subjects and the chronically
lonely subjects was the length of tíme that they had
lived in winnipeg. The situationally lonely subjects
had not lived in this city as long as the chroni-caIIy
lonely subjects had.
The fourth significant difference vras that the

situationalry Ionely people had spenÈ most of their
childhood in a town (popuration ro,ooo 24rggg) whereas the chronically 1one1y subjects had spent most of
their childhood in a city .(population IOO,OOO *),
The final

difference between these two groups \¡¡as
that,in the past six months, significantly more situ-.
ationally lonely subjects had started a new job than
chronically lonely subjects had"
There were no other significant differences between

the situationally lonely subjects and the chronically
lonely subjects. Differences that r^¡ere in the predicted direction but did not reach statistical
significance are presented below.
The chronically lone1y group reported less

satisfaction with their family relatíonships than the
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situationally

lonely group. rrr the past six months
the situationally loneIy subjects experienced more
life changes (i.e., - moved, started a ne\ì/ job,
changed schools) than the chronically loneIy subjects

did"
Contrary to the hypotheses, the results for

assertiveness, self-esteem, anxiety, self-consciousness,
depression, internal stable, internal unstable, and
external stable att.ributions yield_ed no significant
differences between the situationally and the
chronically lonely group. E>rpectations for differences
between the two groups on these variables based on the

results of previous studies and the authorr s conceptuar
analysis were not borne out.
Differences between Lonelv and Nonl_onely Students
Most of the significant differences in this study
were found between those who were not lonely and those
who were

chronicalry lonely.

some

significant dif-

ferences were also found between the nonlonely group
and the situationally ronely group. Tl.e significant

differences between the three groups are presented
in Table 3o
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The chronically

situationally

Ione1y people and the

loneIy people had changed interests

and activities

significantly

more often than the

nonlonely people had in the past six months.
the average weekend the chronically
spends significantly

lonely person.
chronically

On

lonely person

more time alone than the non-

Consistent with the above, the

lonely individual

movies, restaurants,
attended university

went out to pubs,

sporting or outdoor events and
classes significantly

ress often

than the nonlonely individual.
The chronically

significantly

lone1y subjects differed

from the nonlonely subjects in the

satisfaction

with their current family relationships;

the chronically

lonely subjects v/ere ress satisfied.

The chronically

loneIy and the situationally

lonely disclosed that they lacked an intense,
enduring relationship,

that provided affection

security

more often than the nonlonely

significantly

and

subjects did.
The situationally

chronically

1onely subjects and the

lonely subjects made significantly

more
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attributions

for the loneliness

they experienced

than the nonlonely subjects did.
The nonlonely individuals

reported that during

the averag,e day they \,vere most often in contact
with good friends, whereas the situationally
and the chronically

lonely individuals

lonely

reported that

on a daily basis they dealt most often with aquaíntances and strangters.

Both the situationally

lone1y and the chronic-

ally lonely people reported feeling more depressed,
more anxious and lower in self-esteem than the non-

lonely people.

Most of these differences were

anticipated since they replicated
l{hen the situationals

often call friends, visit
meet new friends and tried

people"

felt

previous findings.
lonely they would

someorre

t go places to

to be friendlier

to other

The chronics dealt with their loneliness by

exercising,, studying, working or by doing leisure or
hobby activities

by themselves.
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Di scussion

The data from the present study tested five

hypotheses. None of the

h14>otheses

received complete

support, yet there was at least some data that can be
interpreted as consistent with three of the five. we
will begin with these hypotheses, and then focus our
attention to the two other predictions. Finally we
will consider an unexpected finding and ask the question:
why werentt there more dífferences between the chronic
and the situationally

Ione1y subjects?

The hlzpothesis, that the situationally

IoneIy sub-

jects did e>çerience more life changes in the past six
months than the chronically loneIy subjects did, received
supporto A common e>çerience of the situationally
lonely subjects was that they had recently started a
some

new job.

Also, they had more recently moved to úIinnipeg.
The third hypothesis, that the situationally
:

Ionely subjects will be more satisfied with their family
relations than the chronicalry ronely subjects, did not
receive support. rnterestingly however, while the
chronically Ionely students had significantly poorer
relations with their families than the nonronery students,
between the situationálJy loneIy and the nonlonely
students this difference was not significant,
Ttre data v/ere at least in the predicted
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direction"

Furthermore the chronically

lone1y

subjects reported that they had fathers who were
Iess satisfied

with the number and the quality

(ie. the fathersr ) friendships.

their

parent expresses dissatisfaction,

lrfhen a

a child can learn

to express similar dissatisfaction
things"

of

with the

same

In this case one of the reasons the chronic-

aIly lonely subjects are lonely, may be due to the
fact that they are modelling their parents' behavior.
A1so, lonely people are known for their pervasive
pessimism. Perhaps the discontent fathers experience
in their relationships
of these relations)

( and the students' perceptions

is one more manifestation of this.

Ttre fourth hypothesis that the chronically

lonely subjects would have fewer social contacts than
the situationally
The chronically

lonely subjects was supported.
lonely subjects in this study reported

that they spent more waking time alone on the weekend
and did not go out very often.

The situationally

lonely people displayed nonsignificant
deal with their loneliness by calling
friend and by going out.

tendencíes to
or visiting

It is possible that the

a

2B

chronically

lonely people could overcome

not all, of their

some,

if

lonely feelings if they \^/ere able

achieve higher leve1s of social contact.
The data on internal vs" external and stable

vs. unstable attributions yielded unexpected results.
Contrary to what was hypothesized, the chronically
loneIy subjects attributed their loneliness to
externar unstabre causes and the situationally lonely
subjects did not. This raises an interesting question.
Peplau and Perlman (l-982) have generally assumed. that

persisting loneliness leads to an internal attribution.
Yet, other research (lv1iller & Ross, L975) suggests
that we try to blame f ail-ure on external faclors.
To the extent that chronic loneliness reflects a
failure e>perience, perhaps students do. not want
to attribute it to internal factors. Maybe Lemporarily
lonely students are not as strongly threatened by their
loneliness and don't have the same drive to absorve
themselves of responsibility
The hypothesis

for their roneliness.

Lhat the situationally Ionely

subjects would be more assertive, higher in selfesteem, more anxious, less self-conscious and not as
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depressed as the chronicarly ronely subjects,

v,/as

not supported" No significant differences or trends
\^/ere noted between the situationally lonely and the
chronically lonely subjects in terms of assertiveness,
self-esteem, anxiety, self-consciousness, and depression" Since the situationally IoneIy people are
experiencing a temporary state of loneliness, it
vùas

e>çected that they would show fewer personality

deficits than the chronically lonely subjects. A
possible explanation for this result ís that some
of the situationally lonely subjects possessed tendencies toward personality deficits prior to their
present state of loneliness. With the onset of

..

loneliness, these tendencies may have been further
enhanced, thus leaving the situationally lonery
similar to the chronics.
Many of the situationally

1oneIy subjects in

this study had recently started a nev/ job or had

moved,.

possibly, if they would have prepared themselves emotionally for these changes, they might not have been

as

Ionely as they v/ere. Realizing that their move or
their job would take them away from many of their
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friends and family, they coúld have adjusted their
desired levels of friendshipn which could have
alleviated

some of their

lonelinesso

one unexpected finding emerged from this study:

situationally

lonely subjects were more likely

grown up in smal-I towns than v/ere chronically

subjects-

to have
10ne1y

while this finding was not predícted, it

may be consistent with youngr s view that situational

loneliness is caused by sudden rife

changeso frr

Manitoba, it is 1ike1y that many of the people

who

up in small towns spent most of their lives in
these towns and had only recently moved. to !{innipeg
gire\á/

to attend University.
why werent t there more differences

chronic and the situationally
T\,,¡o

ronely individuals?

basic ans\^/ers can be given:

hypotheses v/ere not valid,

between the

1) Because the

or z) Because the sLudy

vvas a poor test of the hypotheSêsc It

ís quite

possibre that many of the expected differences between
the groups simple do not exist.
little

Recall that very

research has been done on this topic,

that most of the predictions
as ideas to be e>çIored.

and

were offered tentatívely

rf these differences donrt

3I

exist,

then one could either concrude that the chronic

vso situational

distinction

that there are other,
between the groups.

an initial

is not very important, or

as yet unidentified,

differences

Given that the present study

one, further

research stilI

was

seems warranted.

Vfas the present study adequate? In many \days,

the answer appears to be t'yes".

Most of the measures

used have been carefully

constructed and have been

shown to be satisfacLory

in other research projects.

Also, the size of the sample was sufficient
differences between groups.

Tn retrospecL, one aspect

of the study that might be done differently
division

to reveal

is the

of subjects into chronic vs. situationally

lonely people.

Having subjects comprete the same form

twice may place a demand on subjects to answer the
questions in a similar fashion both times. rt might
be that some other, less obvious way of selecting
situationally

lonery subjects would be more effective.

In any case, with continued research it is hoped
that vüays can be found to prevent the onset of loneliness

from turning into a chronic condi-tion.

hoped that this distressing

ït is

state can be prevented for

many and overcome by those who experience it"
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Part

2

A euasi-Experimental Investigatíon of
A Situational_ Antecedent of Loneliness
The second part of this thesis was a quasi_

experiment to determine. if a precipitating evenf

believed to cause loneriness did, in fact, cause it.
The study arso examined the effects of this event
on self-esteem and depression.
According to peplau and perlman's (l 97g)

formulation, various precipitating events can lead
to the onset. According to them, the precipitating
factors

the termination of a close relationship, physical separation from families, status
may be

changes or reduced satisfaction in current reration-

shipsr âs well as changes in an individual's desired
level of social contact. other studies by cutrona
(I9eÐ, Greene (1980), and Jones (Uote 6) have
suggested that disruptions of interpersonal

relations and situations involving failure are
perceived as triggering loneliness" Having subjects participate.in a sporting event seemed to be

a
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good setting for a quasi-experimentar investigation

of loneliness.

rn this study the fai]ure experience
\,fas the 10ss of a racquetball, squash or tennis match"
Based on previous

investigations of what people
believe causes loneliness, the major hypothesis of
this study was that loneliness would be enhanced by
losing a match. This was tested by comparing the
loneliness of the losers with the loneliness expressed
by the winners. since self-esteem and depression are
closely associated with roneliness, it was reasonabre
to e>çect that they wourd ar-so vary as a function of
the result"of the match. Morrison (rg7g) found that
those experiencing failure

( a loss) were low in state
self-esteem,while those experiencing success ( a wln)
increase in state self-esteem. These studies
have considered levels of self-esteem as a consequence
showed an

of faíIure.

cutrona (rg]2) raised an additional
issue with regard to serf-esteem as an antecedent of
failure-induced loneliness. she found that selfesteem was

loneliness.

useful in predicting

oner

s recovery from

This raised the possibility

that high
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self-esteem peopre may be protected from loneliness
more than low self-esteem people after experiencing

failure"

rn statistical

terms this speculation would

lead one to predict a self-esteem by outcome interaction effect for post-match (scare) toneriness scores.
As noted previously, Heider (Lg44, I95B) and
I,r7einer (L974, L979) stressed

that people seek to

assign causes to behavior. Heider wrote that people

describe and exprain behavior as being caused. by the
person, the environment, or both. Weiner (1974, LgTg)
developed a model of causal attributions with two

primary dimensions - locus of causality (internal
external-) and stability.
The outcomes of studies

vso

and experiments have strongly supported T¡Ieinerrs model

(Cutrona, L9B2; Frieze & Inleiner, Lg7I,. Lou & Russell,
1980; Peplau, Russell a geim, 1979; Michela, peplau e
Weeks, Note 1). Mi1ler and Ross (L975) argue that

"people typically expect and intend to succeed.; hence,
success is attributed internally

and unexpected and

unintended failures are attributed externarly.

is a great deal of research which d.ocuments this

There
(Lau
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& Russell, l-9BO; Ke11ey, L973; Kelley, Note 7; peterson,
1980; Shaver, Furman, Buhrmester & Wi11ems" Note B).
Although it is generally accepted that successes
are attributed
failures

to internar

stable factors, whereas

are e>çlained by external stable factors,

this could also be the case for winning vs. losing
a match. This study examined the explanations given
by the participants

to determine whether the winners

or the losers attributed

the result of their match

to personal factors

(internal

situational

(external attributions)

factors

attributj.ons)

or to
.

According to peplau and perlmant s attributional
modeI, causal explanations mediate between the
recognition of social deficits
the loneliness e>çeriencec

and the intensity

of

In the present study,

the experience leading to loneliness was not a social
deficit

per se"

However, it was interesting

people who explained their losses internarly

to see if
experienced

more loneliness than those who exprained their losses

externally.
One way

for losers to cope with their dilemma
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wourd be by seekíng companionship" perhaps losing

ereates anxietyr and anxiety is known to promote
affiliation

(Schachter, 1959).

Thus social contact

with others might help rosers overcome their
lonely feerings and depression.
their

temporary

Their friends or

family may have validaLed their sense of worth

by making them feel meaningful regardless of the
loss they suffered in their match (perlman & peplau,
L97B; Rubenstein ç Shaver, I9BO).

If this v/ere the

case, then such contact might serve a countervailing
force, acting to minimize the loneliness that might
otherwise be caused. rt was important to collect
information on this factor,

sor if necessary, it

could be used as a covariate.
that the post match interactions

This analysis

assumes

were pleasant.

everr this might not be the case.

rf losing

How-

makes

peopre depressed, perhaps their negative mood would
have a detrimental
test this,
interactions

effect on their interactionso

questions about the quality

of post

To
game

lrere asked.

The major hypothesis of this study \¡/as,that after
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match, losing subjects would indicate greater loneliness, depression and llower sel-f-esteem than the
winning subjects,
The other hypotheses in this study

\^/ere

3

High self-esteem subjects would experience ress
loneliness after a loss than row self-esteem subjects.
winners lrere expected to attribute their success

to internal factors, whereas losers would e>çIain
their loss by external factors.
Losers would experience greater anxiety after

the match than the winners would.
Losers lvere expected to interact

with more

people after their match than winners wou1d.

3B

METHOD

Subi

ects
The 98 participants in this study were recruited

from private racquet clubs, Of the sample, 14 were

racquetball players (4 women, 10 men) ì 20 were squash
players (B women, 12 men). and 62 were tennis players
(30 women, 32 men). There were egual numbers of

male winners and losers and female winners and losers

in each sport.

The subjects ranged in age from

to 54 years" All subjects

\^/ere

playing a

16

leagrue

or a tournament match at their racquet clirb when they
participated in this study.
Procedure and euestionnaire
The subjects were required to complete 3 separate

questionnaires, two at their racquet club and the
third one at home or elsewhere (see Appendix C).
The first

questionnaire was administered just

prior to the personr s match. It included a selfesteem scale, the short version of the ucLA loneliness
scale, and the

CES-D

depression scare" This question-

naire asked the subject how often they engaged in
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sporting events, how important the match was for
them, and how

confident they v/ere of winning the

match they were about to play.

It took approximately

10 minutes to complete.
The second questionnaire was administered

immediately after the match.

rt was brief.

ft

included a mood-adjective rating Iist,
assessed the results

and the score of the

subjectr s matches,

and how the outcome of theír

match affected them. This questionnaire ended by

asking which factors contributed to the subjectrs
victory or defeat.
The third

questionnaire,

guestionnaire was similar to the first
rt included the self-esteem scale,

the loneliness scale, and the depression scaIe.
al-lowed the e>çerimenter to see if

loneliness

This
vras

enhanced by winning or losing the match and its

effect on self-esteem and depression"

This question-

naire also measured the amount of social contact the
subject had after their match. This guestionnaire
took approximately 15 minutes to complete.
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once the last questionnaire had been returned

to the experimenter, each subject received feedback about the experiment and was given a headband and matching wristbands for their participation

in the study.
The Measures

The self-esteem scale used in thís study was

developed and tested by Fiedler, Hutchins and

Dodge

(1959). It is high in internal consistency with a
Cronbach alpha coefficient of ,93. The scale consists of 20 pairs of adjectives and their antonyms
on a S-point continuum. Examples of a few of the
items are presented below:
Friendly

I

2

3

4

5

Unfriendly

Gloomy

1

2

3

4

5

Cheerful

Confident

t

2

3

4

5

Unsure

The revised UCÍ,A Loneliness Scale \¡/as used to
measure loneliness"

validity

The excellent

reliability

and

of this scale are discussed in the first

half of this paper in the methodr s section.
UCÍ,A scale consists of 10 positively

The

worded items

4T

and 10 negatively worded items"

RusseII, peplau

and cutrona (1980) developed a 4-item survey version
of the ucLA Loneliness scale"

These four items

vyere

used in the questionnaire that was administered
prior to the match and after the match. Of the
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remaining items of the scaIe, B are used in the
pre-match questionnaire and the other B are used. ín
the post-match questionnaire.
included in each questionnaire,

Of the J.2 items
6 are positively

worded and 6 are negatively worded.
Depression was again measured with the

depression scale.
first

CES-D

This scale is described in the

part of this thesis.

Of the items used for

the questionnaire there are an equal number of
positively

worded and negatively worded items.

Four

of the L2 items were used in both the pre-match
questionnaire and the post-match questionnaire.
The second questionnaire required subjects to

complete a mood-adjective rating 1ist,
composed of positive

and negative dimensions.

mood-adjective rating list

The

has been used successfully
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by Orchard (Uote 9) and perlman, Gerson and Spinner
(1978)

list

" An example of some of the items from this
are presented below.
I feel
Not

1) angry
2) anxious
3) energetic

At All
I

Some

!{hat
2

1

2

1

2

itloderately Very Extremely
34
5
34
5
34
5

subjects v/ere also asked to rate how important
factors, such as luck, ability, the refereeing or
scorekeeping, etc., v/ere in winning or los_

ing their match. These variables v/ere selected from
previous studies in which attributions were made for
successes and failures in sporting events (Lau

&

Russell, 1980; Levine & Uleman, LgTg; peterson, l_9BO).
The measure

of social contact in the third

questionnaire was developed especially for this study
but is patterned after techniques successfully used

by Goldenberg' and perlman (mote 4). The subjects
vvere asked to list the initials
of all the people with
whom they had interacted for lO minutes or longer
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since their match. The amount of social contact
each subject had was determined by the number of
people with

whom

he or she had interacted

length of time they had spent talking
things with others.

Based on their

and the

or doing
response to

this item, a comparison was made between winners
and losers.
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RESIILTS

The data permitted a 2 x 2 analysis of variance
where prematch levers of chronic loneriness and outcome (win or l-oss) were the main independent variables.
The main dependent variables were state measures of

self-esteem, loneliness

and depression.

Prior to the match there v/ere no differences
between the winners and the losers in the chronic

scores on loneliness,

depression and self-est€êrTro

Most of the significant

main effects v¡ere due to

the outcome of the match. As predicted, the outcome
affected the subjectst loneliness,

d.epression and

self-esteem after the match. The losing sub_
jects manifested significantly

greater loneliness and

depression and lower self-esteem than the winning subjects did" These resurts are summarized in Table 4
and Table 5.
effects.

There \^/ere no significant

Another significant

interaction

main effect was the

loneriness reported by the participants

before the

match: rt affected the loneliness experienced after
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the match in a positive direction (r' (1r91):2O.O54,
P <.05)

-

The winners

of the match experienced significantry

less anxiety after the match than the l_osers did
(r' (Lr92) = 35.812, p 1.o5), The outcome of the
participantsr matches also significantly

affected the

subjects' social relations,
The losers however had significantly

more dís-

with other people than the winners did
after the match (f' (1rBB) = 39"861, ¡^1.05). The
agreements

losers arso reported feeling irritated and frustrated
significantly more after the match than the winners
did (f' (1rBB) :37.726, p1.O5).
friends and relatives with

The number of

the participants interacted after the match was also significantly affected
by the outcome (f' (1,91) = 13"248r p(.05); the
whom

losing subjects spent more time talking and doing
things with others after their ross. The mean scores
for these variables are presented in Table 6.

*

P

l"o5

22.]-OI

9T

Error

1135 "347

29.428

(B)

443.209

MS

AxB

Result

1

Loneliness
(e)

df

Source

Lone
S

F

I.332

5I .37 2x

20.054x

NES

30.302

2I "7 40

3438.466

"Og3

o.717

113 " 47 4*

2

F

Depress on
MS

63.427

Analysis of Varj_ance Summary

TABLE 4

"rg4

l_ "

110

F

-Esteem

44

34

"330

"924

0.788

1828"350* 4L.244
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MS

'Þ
Oì

Very lonely - 30
Not depressed - 12

Depression

High self-esteem 60

Very depressed - 39
Sel f-Esteem Low self-esteem - L2

L2

Not Lonely -

Scores

Loneliness

of

Range

Variables

Dependent

43 .63

5
52.7

25.77

25.10

Losers

13 "32

L7 "40

Winners

Mean Scores

for V{inners and Losers

5

on Main Dependent Variables

Mean Scores

TABLE

{È

4B

TABLE 6

Mean Scores for Winners and Losers on Selected
Dependent Variables

Dependent
Variables
Disagreements
after the

Range of

Scores

Mean Scores

hlinners

Losers

I Never
L.29
5 - More than
match
6 times
Feeling irr- 1 Never
1.5O
ítated and
5 - More than
rrustrated
6 times
Number of
1 one friend 4"OO
People inter- 5 five
friends
acted with
after match
Anxiety
1 Not. at all
anxious
1.85
5 extremely

2.lL

anxious

2.48

4"87

3

"11
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Multiple

regression analyses v/ere also used to

analyze the data.

The predictor

into these analyses v/ere
esteem prior

variables entered.

outcome, gender, self-

to the m.-,tch (time 1), loneliness at

time 1, depression at time l and scores on the three
attributional

explanations given for the outcome.

The

overall set of variables produced a multiple E of
"7L ( ¡" = B.B9r df = gr8o). only the outcome and
the loneliness
significantly

scores before
to the equation.

the match contributed
None of the other

predictor variables were significant.
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DTSCUSSION

The findings supported the major hypothesis

that,

after a match, losing subjects manifested

greater loneliness,

depression and lower self-esteem

than they did prior to their match and greater than
in comparison with winning subjects.
The data also supporLed several other hlpothes€so

Losers experienced greater anxiety after the match
than the winners did.

The losers also interacted

with more people after their match than the winners
did"

On the one hand, the social contact with others

may have helped them overcome their

feelings

and validate their

temporary lonely

sense of self-worth.

However, the loss of the athletic

competition also

resulted in an increase of irritability,,

frustration

and disagreements with others after the match for the
losing participants.
e>+)ressed their

This may be the way the losers

disappointment in their perfcrmance.

Thus, the losersr situation

is somewhat paradoxical:

fhreir attempt to cope with their

temporary lonely
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feelings has resulted in an increase in disagreements
and frustration with the company they sought after
their loss"

The net result is that the contact

doesnrt alleviate their loner-iness" rt may have
been better for the losers to deal with their agitated
feelings before interacting with others.
The results also indicated that losing subjects

attributed their loss to externar variables and
winning participants attributed their success to
internal factors"

This finding v/as consistent with
results from previous studies (ke1tey, Lg73; Lau &
Russell, 1980; Mi11er, I975; peterson,

19BO) .

The results, although not statistically

signifi-

cant, were in the predicted direction for the hypothesis
that high self-esteem subjects would be less lonery
after losing than 1ow self-esteem subjects. since it
\das e>çected that a loss would lead to a greater
self-esteem deficit,

those who were low in self-esteem

prior to losing their match would be especially
vulnerable to loneliness. Over time, self_esteem
be an important factor in the development of lone-

liness.

However in the short run, it appears that

failure is a strongT enough experience to

make

may
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virtually

all subjects IoneIy"

The subjects who reported feeling lonely prior

to their match experienced the grreatest loneli.ness
of all participants when they lost. ft is most
1ike1y that the loss was the situational factor
which increased the loneriness fert by those
vvere lone1y

who

prior to the match"

This guasi-experiment has demonstrated that
situational factors are crucial to the onset of
loneliness,

There has been a tendency

among,

psychologists to exprain problems in people-centered
terms rather than attributing the cause of the probrem

to environmental factors.

The present results suggest

that under certain conditions (ie., failure)
everyone will become lonely.
It is useful to have
manipulating l-evels of

some way

virtually

of experimentally

lonelinesso The present study

suggests that failure experiences are one possibre

induction technigue, It is hoped that having a !ùay
of manipulating loneliness will contribute to a
better understanding of the phenomencn, and that
this understanding can be used to help lonely people
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overcome

that

make

their distress"

It is steps such as these

research gratifying and worthwhile. What

more need be said?
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A

Social Relati-ons Survey
This questionnaire is being used t.o select students for participation in
experiments beíng conducted by the uníversiËy of Manitoba Psychology Department

Therefore please provide the followíng information:
(Please prínt)
Name

Sex

Today

I

s

DaËe

Tntro. Psych:
DIRECTIONS:

MF

Phone Number

Slot
Room
Bldg.
on this sheet you will find the same set of questions given twice once on thÍs side and once on ttre back of the page. please fitl
out Èhese pages in the following way:
1) The first time you ansvrer the questions, indícate how you have
felt during t.he recent past (how you have felt during the last,
week or so).
2) The second time you ansv/er these quest.ions, indicate how you have
generally felt during your life, (how you have fert over the
past several years).

swer wÍLh reterence to how you have felt during the pasÈ week
DIRECTIONS: Indicate how often each of the fo1loÌ,ring statements describes you.
Circle one number for each.

NEVER RARELY SOMETI}ÍES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I feel in t.une with the people around me
I lack companionship
There is no one I c.an Ëurn to
I feel Par t of a group of friends
I have a lot in common r¿ith the people

OFTEN

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

My interests and ideas are not shared by
those around me

I

2

3

4

7.

There are people I feel close to

1

2

3

4

8.

I feel left ouÈ.
I'ly social relationships are superf icial
No one really knows me well
I feel isolated from oÈhers
I can find conpanionship when I want it
There are people who really understand

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

around
6.

9.
10.

tl.
L2.
13.

me

me

L4.
15.
16.

People are around me but not ¡,'¡l-th
There are people I can talk to
There are people I can turn to

me

I
I

I
I
I

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

1

2

3

4
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B

I
Based upon your ansl,Jers to the social rel-ations questionnaire you have
been sel-ected es a subject for this sturly. rt is important that you ansv¡er
all the questlons and that you ans\,/er as candidly as possible. your ansvrers
w111 be completely conf-Ídential. Do not put your name on Ehe questionnaire
or on the IBM answer sheets.

Please turn to the next page and begin.

Number:

part

63
A

Number:

FríendshÍps and Soclal Activities
1'
hIe would like Ëo start by asking you some questions about
your
friends and social activities.
uaturally, the r¿ord friendship can be defined
in many lrays" By arrgood friendtt, r" r"ân someone you ríke, someone with
whom you enjoy doing things, and,for someone vrith whom you
feel
discussing personal matters. (Incídentally, we do not include comfortable
the members of
you family as frÍends)

Below, list the initials of all the people in greater l.Iinnipeg whom you
would call "good friends". (You do not nåed-to lisi a person for each
space.)
circle Ehe appropriate number to indicate each personts sex, and how often
you
see Èhe person, or speak to him/her on the telephone.

InlËials

Sex

Male

Female

Frequency of Contact
I,Ieekly

Daily Almost 2-3
Daíly Times

23

Less
Than

per week

hleekly
4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5
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For Ëhe rest of the questionnaire, please record a1l your ansr¡/ers on
the IBM ansv/er sheet. Please make sure that your code number Ís recorded
in the upper right hand corner of your IBM ans\¡rer sheet. DO NOT I^iRITE
9N THIF PART oF THE QUESTIONNAIRE. Record your ansvrers on-iEã-ÎEü-ffiet
by marking Èhe appropriate response space (1, zr 3, 4r 5) for each quest_ion.
During the past six months, has the frequency of your contacts wíth
friends íncreased, remained about the sáme, or decr eased ?
1) Increased (SkÍp questions 2-B; go on to
9)
2) Remained about the same (Skip questions Question
2-B; go on to Question
3) Decreased

9)

rf yor-rr contact $/tth friends has decreased in the last sÍx months,
please indicate how much each of the following factors has contrÍbuted
to this decrease by markÍng the appropriate response under (r,2,3)
on your IBM sheet.
Not at

all

2.
3"
4.
5.

I moved
I changed schools
I changed interest or activities
I had disagreements or arguments
with o1d friends
6. My friends moved or changed schools
7"
My friends lost interest in me
8. Other

1

Some

what

1

2
2
2

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

I

A great
deal
3
3
3

3
3
3
-)

9. Compared to other people your age, do you think the number of good friends
you have ls:
1) Much larger than average
2) Larger than average
3) About average
4) Smaller than average
5) Much smaller than averzrge
10. During the average day, horu much contact do you have with good fríends
opposed to contact wlth acquaintances and strangers?
1) Al-most al1 my contacËs are wíth good friends
2) Most of my contacEs are with good friend.s
3) My contacts are about equally divided
4) Mos t of my conËacts are with acquaintances and strangers
5) Almost all my contacts are wÍ-th acquaintances and strangers

as

11' 0n the average weekend, how much of your waking time do you spend alone,
yourself ?
1) Very j-irrle
2) Some
3) About half
4) Qulre a l-or
5) A.lmost all

by
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4

In the last 2 weeks how often

have you been

in the following situations.

72' Eating dinner alone (by yourself or j-n a room with others without
to anyone)
1) 0-2 times
2) 3-4 times
3) 5-6 times
4) 7-B times
5) 9 or more times
13

"

Ealking

Cìoing to a party alone
1) 0-2 times
2) 3-4 times
3) s-6 tÍmes
4) 7-8 times
5) 9 or more times

14. Going to a movie alone

1) o-2 times
2) 3-4 times
3) s-6 tÍmes
4) 7-8 times
5) 9or more times

15. Not going somewhere you wanted to go because you couldntt find
with you.
I) 0-2 rimes
2) 3-4 times
3) 5-6 rirnes
4) 7-8 rímes
5) 9 or more times
16.

Spending Friday or
1) Never

anyone to go

SaÈurday evening alone

2) 0nce
3) twfce
4) three times
5) Four tímes

17.

ltd l-ike to know about what you do ín your free time How often do you
engage in community actívities or volunteer service? Do you engage
in these

Now

activiËi-es."..
1) Very frequently
2) Often
3) Sometimes
4) Rarely or
5) Never
18.

often drl you go to movies, pubs, restaurants or other forms of public
?
1) Very frequently
2) often
3) Sometimes
4) Rarely or
5) Never

How

enter ta lnmenÈ
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79.

How

20"

How

2r.

often do you attend university or other types of classes?
1) Very frequently
2) Often
3) Sometimes
4) Rarely
5) Never
I{hat other activities do you engage in?

22.

How

often do you go t.o a sporting or outdoor event?
1) Very frequently
2) Often
3) Sometimes
4) Rarely
5) Never

often do you go to cultural act.ivitíes?
1) Very frequently
2) 0ften
3) Sometimes
4) Rarely
5) Never

How

often do you engage in these other activities?
l) Very frequently
2) OfÈen
3) Sometimes
4) Rarely
5) Never

(specify

Now I would like to ask you about a series of specific events. Some things
have happened to most people at one time or another; oEher thÍngs have happeneã
Èo only a few people. In the past six months .....

23.
24.
25"
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31"

Did you become engaged?
Did you get married?
Have you had a child?
Have the number of arguments you had with your
spouse or dating parËner increased?
Did you break up wíth a boyfriend or girlfriend?
DÍd you become separated or divorced?
Have you experienced the death of a close relative
or loved one?
Have you changed your residence?
Have you sËarted a new job?

Yes
I
L
I
I
I
I
I
I
L

No
2
2
2

z
2
2

2

2
2
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Yes

32. Did you transfer to the UnÍversíty of Manitoba
from another school?
33. Have you had academic problems?
34. Have you been rejected by a sorority or fraternity?
35. Has your contact with a close friend decreased.?

1

I
I
I

No

2
2
2
2

Of the above quesrions (ltZ3-1135) select the one that has been most stressful
for you recently and answer the questions below.
36.

upsetting was the event for

How

you?

L23

5

Not at all
upsetting
'J7

Extremely

upsetting

llow nruch control over the occurrence of this event did you have?

I2

3

¿+

control
at all-

Had no

5

llad complete
control

38. Did this event occur primarily because of something about you (such as
personality, ability, effort) -- or was it due primarily to somethíng about
the sítuation or another person or persons?
1

5

Something

about

Somethíng about

situation or person

me

39. Did this event occur because of something that changes readily (such as mood,
effort, Iuck, or fate) -- or because of something relatively unchanging
(e.g., abilÍty, unchanging qualities of a situati-on or person)?
1

5

Some thlng
that cltanges

40. To what extent
1

Something
unchanging
do
2

the causes of this event. affect other areas of your life?
45

this
event only
Caused

4I

líkely do you feel that
next three years?
I
Not at all
1ike1y to
happen to me
How

again

Caused many

other events
a

símilar event will occur in your life in the
5

Certain to
happen Èo me
again

6B

Part B
Famíly Relations and Background
Now

I would like to get some information about your relationship with your

How

many

family.

42.

1) 0ne

children includíng yourself are in your family?

2) Two
3) Three
4) Four
s) Five or more

43. In Èerms of birth order, what is your posÍtion?
1) 0n1y child
2) First born
3) Middle born
4) Last born
5) Other
Please note thaÈ for the following questÍons, the terms "parenËs", "mother"
"father" refer Èo t.he lndivíduafs who performed these roles in your life and
not necessarÍly to your biological parents.

and

44"

rf your parenLs were'divorced and separated, how old were you when this
happened? Leave blank Íf not applicable.
f) 0-3 years old
2)
3)
4)
5)

4-6 years o1d
7-9 years old
I0-I2 years o1d
13 * years old

rf for any reason, you lived in a single parent household during childhood
and/or adolescence, please ans\^zer the next t\.,/o questions. rf you have never
lived in a single parent household, skip questions 45 and 46 and, go on to question
47. Leave ans\,rers 45 and 46 blank on your IBM sheet.

45.

How

46"

tlow long dÍd you live in a single parent household
1) Less than a year
2) l-2 years
3) 3-5 years
4) 6-10 years
5) inore than 10 years

old \,rere you when you first started livÍng in a single
f) 0-3 years o1d
2) 4-6 years old
3) 7-9 years old
4) 10-12 years o1d
5) 13 * years ol-d
?

parent household

?

69
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47.

far did your father go in school?
f) Elementary school (Grades 1-8)
2) Sorne high school
3) Graduated from high school
4) Graduated from high school plus some education after hígh school
(i.e., technical school or some college)
5) Graduate from college

How

48. I'lhile you \tere growing up, how satisfied would you say your father was with
the number and qualíty of his friendshíps?
Completely
.

sarisfied-r-2345-3:.i:ti:å

49.

How

satisfied was your mother with her fríendships?

1
9"*11:i"1v
Satisfied

z

3

4

-s

Notatall
Satísfied

50. Which of the following describes your mother and her relationshÍp with
Please mark the appropriaÈe response on your IBM ans\r7er sheet.
1) I,iarm loving relatíonship; very close
2) Good relationship; fairly close
3) Alrnost no relationship; not very close
4) Very conflicted relatÍonship; argue often
5) I clldn't lfve wlth my mother
51.

ccruld you rely on your mother for help when you had any kind of
blank if not appllcable.

How much

Le¿rve

l)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Very

problern?

much

A fair

amounË

Some

Not very much
Not at al1

52. hrhich of the following describes your father and his relationship with
1) Lriarm, loving relatíonship; very close
2) Good relatíonship; fairly close
3) Almost no relatíonship; not very close
4) Very conflicted relationship; argue often
5) I didnrt live with rny father
53.

you?

you?

would you rely on your father for help when you had any kind of problem?
Leave blank if not appllcab1e.

How much

1) Verry much
2) A fair amount
3) Some
4) NoÈ very much
5) Not at all

70
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Please indicate how strongly you agtee or disagree wiEh each of the following
statements by recording the appropriate number on your IBM answer sheet.

Strongly
Agree
54. I have a good relaËíonship with
most members of my immediate
family.
55. I don'L get along very well with
myfamily
56. People in my family generally help
'
eachotherout
57. Members of my famtly give me thekindofsupporÈrneed
58. I seem to have very little to say
Èo members of my fårnily

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

rr

I
¿

3

4

1

2

3

4

r

2

3

4

59. 0vera11, how satisfied are you with your current farni.ly relationships?
Conpletely
Notatall
1
ô
_
Satisfiedr¿J4'S"tisfied
60.

trrÏhat

61.

How

is your
1) Male
2) Female

sex?

old are you?
1) 18 or less

2) 19-20
3) 2L-22
4) 23-24
5) 25 or more
62"

lnlhat year are you

63.

How

64.

Hor+

f) firsr
2) second
3) rhird
4) fourth
5) other

in at universíty?

long have you lived in
1) Less than a year
2) One to trüo years
3) 3-5 years
4) 6-10 years
5) More than 10 years

WÍnnipeg?

many Eimes have you changed neighbourhoods

1) Never
2) Once
3) Two or three times
4) Four or f ive times
5) More Ëhan five times

(or communities) ín your 1Ífe?

7L

10

65.

How would you

descríbe the place where you spent most of your childhood?

1) Large ciry of 100,000+
2) Smaller city (25,000-99,999 popularion)
3) Town (10,000-24,999 population)
4) Small town (under 10,000)
5) Farm or rural
Part

C

Lonelíness

66. Loneliness is a common experience. Loneliness can range from feelings of
ext.reme social isol-ation to an occasional wish to have someone around you
to do something with. Considering your current situation, how often do
you feel lonely?
1) Almost all of rhe time
2) Much of the tinre
3) Sorne of the tlme:
4) OccasionalJ.y
5) Never ( If yotr have never l. el t lonely, ski¡: ttre next question, No. 67)
67

"

6B

When

f)
2)
3)
4)
5)

you feel lonely, how íntense i-s the feeling?
Extremely lonely
Very 1one1y

Do you usually feel

Fairly lonely
Somewhat lonely
Slightly lonely

A possible type of l_one1íness is the lack of an inÈense, relatÍvely enduring
relationship wíth one other person. I^Ihilte this relationship is often
romantic, iE can be any one-to-one relationship that provides feelings of
affection and security.
To what extent are you currently experiencing this type of

loneliness? (Círcle

one)

123

4

Not ât
all
Think about your recent experi.ences of loneliness.
the following factors contributed to your being lonely?
Not at all
Important

70.

NoÈ enough

people.
My being

opportunities to

meet

roo shy.
72. My belief thaË there's little
chance
of finding someone.
73" My personality.
74. My lack of luck in meeting people.
7T,

5

Very
Much

How much

has each of

Moderately
Important

Very
Important

72

11

75. My fear of rejection.
76. My always being in impersonal
situations with too màny people
77.
don'r rry ro make

Not at all
Moderately
Very
Important
Important
Important
1
Z
3
4
5
l

2

3

4

5

L

2

3

4

s

I

2

3

4

5

r

2

3

4

s

r

2

3

4

5

?:Ì::.::.ple

78" My not knowing r¿hat to do to start
a relationship.
79. Ily not trying hard enough to starÈ
a relationshÍp.
80. Myphysicalappearance.
81.
are afraid ro make

::T::.::.ple

82. Other people have ÈheÍr ordrt groups
and arentt Ínterested in ru"iirrg'*..

1

83. Have your recent loneli-ness experÍences been prÍmari-ly due to something
about you - or are they due to something about the social situatio¡ yo,,
1n? (Mark the appropriate number on the IBM sheet).
"r.
Something

L

2

3

,

4

Something about

situation
"bo',tr."
84' Have your recent loneliness experiences been caused by things that
readily or by things that are relatively unchangíng?
Things that

cnãnge--

i^Ihen

L
1

2

3

-s

4

nothing.
I'iatch TV or listen to music.
Spend money, go shoppfng.
C¿rll a friencl , vlslt someone.
Sìeerp.
Go places to meet new friends.
Overeat.
Exercise.
Study or work.
Sit and rhink.
Do leisure or hobby acrÍviÈies bymyself.
Try harder to be friendly ro other
people.
Do

Things that
are unchanging

you feel lonely, how often do you do each of the followíng?
Never

85.
86.
87.
BB.
89.
90.
9f.
92.
93.
94.
95"
96.

change

1

Rarely
2

Sometimes 0f ten
J4

I
I
I

2

I

2

1

2

34
34
34
34
34

1

2

al
J4

1

2

J4

1

2

1

2

1

2

I

2

2

2

34
34
34
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For the next 12 statements, indícate how charac teristic each statement is
for you. Please record the number (1,2,3,4) which is the best ansr¿er
for you.
Extremely

terist,ic

Uncharac

97. I'm always trying to figure
myself out.
98. Itm concerned about the wi Y
r present myself
99. It takes me tÍme to overc(
my shyness in new
"ir""rí;T:.
100" I get embarrassed very easily.
101" I reflect a 1og abour rnyself.
102. I usually \,rorry about making u
good impression.

103" Itm generally attentive tc) mY
inner feerings.
104. I donrt find it hard ro talk ro

1

1

I
1

2

J

4

I

2

3

4

I
1

strangers

105. Irm self-consclous about the
I look
106. Irm constantly examining my

wav

motives.

107. I'm concerned about what people
think of me.
108. Large groups make me nervous.

Uncharact- Character- Extremely
eristic
istic
Characteristic

I
1

1

1

74
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Part

D

Below is a lÍst of the rÁrays you might have felt or behaved.. Answer these
statements in terms of how often you have felt this way durÍ-ng the past week.
1 - Rarely or none of the time (1ess than 1 day)

2 - Some or a little of the time (1-2 days)
3 - Occasionally or a moderate amount of time (3-4 days)
4 - Most or all of the tjme (5-7 days)
Never

During the past week:
109. I was bothered by rhings that
usually don I t bo ther rne.
110. I did not feel like eating;
my appetite v/as poor.
111. I felt that I could noÈ shake
off the blues even with help
from my famíly or friends.
ILz. I felt that I was just as good
as other people.
113. I had trouble keeping rny mind
on what I was doing.
114. I felÈ depressed.
1I5. I felt that everything I did
\,ras an ef fort.
116. I felt hopeful about the future.
LI7. I thought my life had been a
failure.
118. I felt fearful.
119. My sleep was restless.
I20. I was happy.
I2I. I talked less than usual.
I22" I felr lonely.
L23. People were unfriendly.
I24. I enjoyed life.
125. I had crying spells.
f 26. I f erlt sad .
L27. I felt thaÈ peo¡,rte dlslike me.
128. I could not get "going".

or
Rarely
1
't

Sôme

or

Most or

a little
all of
of Ëhe time Occasionally the time
J1

2

4

a

2

4

I

2

4

1

2

4

1

2

4

1

2

4

1

2

4

1

2

J

a

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

I

2

J

4

1

2

3

4

I

2

J

4

1

2

J

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

2

J

4

2

3

4

2

.)

4

I
I
I
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Part

E

Self Evaluation Questionnaire
DIRECTIONS:

Below are gÍven a number of statements which people have used to
describe themserves. Read each statement. necord on your rBM
sheet the appropriate number to indicate ho¡,¡ you feel ,ight.ror,
that is, at this momenË. Do noÈ spend too much time on any one
statement, but give the ansvùer which seems to describe your
present feelings best.

Not at

all

I29. I feel

T32, I

regretful
133. r feel at ease
I34. I feel upset
135. r am presently worrying over possible
misfortunes
r feel rested
r feel anxíous

136.
137.
138. I feel

r39.

r feel self-confident
r feel nervous

140.
141. r
L42. I
143. r
L44. I
145. r
L46" I
t47. r
148" r

1

2

J

4

I

2

3

4

1

2

Jt

4

I

2

Ja

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

J

4

2

3

4

2

Jt

4

1

2

J

4

I

2

3

4

1

2

J

4

1

2

J

4

1

I
I

comforLable
.

jittery.
feel "high strung"

am

am relaxed

Very
much so

SO

.

am

Moderately

SO

calrn

130. r feel secure
131. r am tense

Somewhat

I
I

2

3

4

feel content

2

3

4

am worrÍed

1

2

3

4

1

2

J

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

feel over-exci-ted and ttrattledt'
feel joyful
feel pleasanÈ
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Part

F

For each of the items below record the number which is most appropriate
on your IBM sheet.

Never Rarcly
I49,

I find ir difficulr to ralk
withapersonlhavejust

Occäsionally Frequently

L

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

1
J-

.
2

J

4

5

L

2

3

4

5

meÈ

150. I find it easy to start a
conversationwj-thastranger
151. At party, I find ir hard t
mixwithpeopleldon'ri.r,3r
I52. I feel comfortable with people
r have never seen before '
153. Ifeelshy

Always

77
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Part

G

Social Behavíor Inventory
BEGIN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE WITH A NEI^I IBM SHEET

For each of the items below, consider how characteristíc each statement is
of you. Please be sure to ans\.¡er every item.
Not at all.

of
B-l
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
8-6

I am not likely t.o speak to people
unril they speak to ;e
I v¡ould describe myself as
self-confidenÈ
I feel confident of my appearance
I am a good mixer
l,Ihen j-n a group of people, I have
trouble thinking of the right things
lo say
l,lhen in a group of people, I usually
do what the others \,rant rather than

make suggestions

ll-7
B-8
B-9
B-10
B-11
B-1

2

B-13
B-14
B-15

B-16

I

2

I

2

1
1

2

L

2

I

2

1

much

characterístÍc
of me

me

I am in disagreemenL w:Lth other
I
people, my opinion usually prevails
I would describe myself as one who
I
attempts to master situaËion"
Other people look up ro me
I
I enjoy social gatherings just to be
I
with people
I make a point of looking other people
L
in the eye
I cannot seem to get others to noËice me 1
I would rather not have very much
1
responsibility for other people
I feel cr>mfort¿rble being approached by
r
someone fn ar position of autliclri ty
1 wr¡uld descrÍbe myself as indcci sÍve
l_
I have no cloubE about my social
l
competenc e
When

Very

teristic

charac

2

2

2

z
2

2

7A
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Part

H

BehavÍor Review Scale
DIRECTIONS: Record on your IBM sheet how characterj-stic or descriptive each of
the following statements is of you.

B-17 I have hesitated to accept dates because of shyness. (Circle
Very uncharacteristic

Very charact.eristic

of me

B-18 I

am

one)

of

me

careful to avoid hurting other peoplers feelings, even when I feel
(Circle one)

thaÈ I have been injured.

B-19

Inlhen

I

am asked

to do something, I insist upon knowing why. (Circle

one)

r2345
B-20 I strive to get ahead as well as most people in my position.
I2345
B-21 I enjoy starting conversations with

r2345

ner^r

(Circle

one)

acquaintances and strangers. (Circle one)

B-22 I will hesitate to make phone ca11s to busÍness establishments and ínstitutions.
(Circle one)
B-23 r find it embarrassing to return merchandise. (circle one)

L234
B-24 r have avoided asking questions for fear of sounding stupid.

(Circle

one)

L2345
B-25 If a famed and respected lecturer makes a statement which I think Ís íncorrect,
I will have the audience hear my point of view as well. (Circle one)
8-26

When I have done someÈhing lmportant
know about ir.
(Circle one)

or v¡orthwhile, I manage to l-et others

B-27 If someone has been spreadtng false and bad stories about me, I see hin/her
as soon as possibl-e to "have a talk" about it.
(circle one)

79
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B-28 I complain about poor service j-n a restaurant and el-sewhere. (CÍrc1e

one)

r234s

Very uncharacterisEj-c

of me

B-29

Very characteristic

of

me

I am given a compliment, I sometimes just don't know what to say.
(Clrcle one)

I'rlhen

B-30 Anyone attempting to push ahead of me in 1íne Ís in for a good battle.
(Circle one)
B-31 There are times when r just can'Ë say anything. (circle

r234

Thank you for your cooperation.

one)

Appendix C
Sports Study Questionnaire
Pre-Match Questionnaire
rt is lmportant that you ansr,¡er a1l the questions and that you ans\¡/ef AS
candidly as possíble. Your answers will be completely confidential. Please do
not put your name on the questionnaire or on the rBM sheet. Record all your
ansv¡ers on the rBM answer sheet by marking the appropriate response sPace
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) for each question.

BO

PLEASE DO NOT LTRITE ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

Playerf s
1.

Ittrat is your

Code

sex?

f) male
2) female
)

How o1d are you?

1)
2)
3)
4)

18
19
26

3s

s) 4s

or less
_25

-34
- l+4
or more

People differ in the ways they thínk about themselves. Please describe
yourserf as you ordinarily think about yourself. Below are L2 pairs of words
r^¡hich are opposite in meaning. rndicate which adjective best describes you
by recording the number on the IBM sheet.
Very

Quite Middle of
the road

Quite

Very

J.

I}AATIENT

I

4

PATIENT

4.

CONFIDENT

I

4

UNSURE

5.

EASYGOING

I

4

QUICK-TEMPERED

6.

RESPONSIBLE

I

4

UNDEPENDABLE

7.

II'.ÙÍATURE

1

4

MATURE

8.

INTELLIGENT

4

IJNINTELLIGENT

9.

GLOOMY

1

4

CHEERFUL

10.

QUITS EASTLY

I

4

KEEPS TRYING

11.

COOPERATIVE

I

4

lJNCOOPERATIVE

L2.

PRACTICAL

I

4

IMPRACTICAL

13.

UNGRATEFUL

I

4

GRATEFIIL

l.4.

CARELESS

I

4

CAREFI]L

B1

Below is a list of the ways you might
feel.
the follov/ing staternents describes
you.
NEVER

2"

Indicate how often each of
RARELY

SOMETII'GS

OFTEN

15. I feel in tune wíth the people
around

me

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

I

2

J

4

I

2

3

4

t

2

J

4

1

2

3

4

I

2

J

4

I

2

J

4

16. I lack companíonship
17. I

am

an outgoing person

18. My social relationships are super_
ficial
19. No one really knows

me

well

20. I do not feel alone
2I.

People are around me but not

with

me

22. I feel part of a group of friends
23. I can find companionship when
I r,¡ant it
24. I am unhappy being so withdrav¡n
25. There are people I can turn to

I

2

3

4

I

2

3

26. I

4

no longer close to anyone

I

2

3

4

Answer these statements in terms of

hor¿

am

Never

or
Rarely
27.
¿8.

)o

t0.
11.

t2.

I was botherd by things that
usually dontt bother me
I felt that I was just
good as other people

you have felt during the past week.
Some or a
little of
the time

Occas_

ionally

Most

or all
of the
time

1

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

t

2

3

4

as

I felt depressed
My sleep was restless

I felt hopeful about the future
I felt that everyÈhing I did was
an effort

B2

3.
Never

or
RareIy

33.

People were unfriendly

34. I could not get
35. I

"going,,

was happy

36. I talked less than usual
37. I did not feel like earíng;
my

appetite vras poor.

38. I felt
39.

How

sad

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

t

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

often do you partícipate in sportíng
events ?
1ì ".It frequenrly (2 or more rimes a week)
a month)

often do you engage in this partÍcu1ar
sport?
very frequently (2 or Ðore rimes a week)
1ì ofren
(at leasr once a week)
?l
some_rimes (abour tri.e
:ì rarely
4)
"-iontt)
(once or less than
once a month)

4I.

How

Ímportant is this match to you?

1l
2)
3)
4)
5)
42

How

Most

or all
of the

I

or less than once

Hov¡

Occasíona11y

time

(ar leasr once a week)
?! ofren
somerimes (abour rwice à-*¿rrt,)
:l rarely (once
4)

40.

Some or a
litt1e of
the time

extremely imporranr

very important

fairly imporranr

somewhat important

slightly imporranr

confident are you of.winning thiå match?
1) very confident
2) quite confident
3) somewhat confident
4) not confident at a1l

Second euestionnaire
Completed Immediately Following Match

B3

Player t s

Code

Please rate how you feel right now by recording on your
IBM sheet the
appropriate number that best a*"riUu" yol, mood.

I feel

o

Not
at all

hrhat

1. angry

i

z

3

4

5

2. anxious

I

2

3

4

5

3. contenE

L

Z

3

4

5

4. energetic

I

Z

3

4

5

5. lonely

I

Z

3

4

5

6. satisfied

I

Z

3

4

5

7. unhappy

1

2

3

4

5

8. worried

I

Z

3

4

5

Some

Moderately

Very

Extremely

üIhat were your results of the match?

1) r won
2) r ried
3) r lost
10. I{hat were the scores of your match?
YOUR SCORE

First

Third

SCORE

Game

Game

Fourth

Game

Game

11. Regardless of the score, how good a match
1)
2)
3)
12.

S

Game

Second

Fifrh

YOUR OPPONENT'

How

Very

L2

ir?

good

Pretty

good
good

Not too

upsetting was the outcome for

Not ai ali
Upsetting

was

you?
3

5

Extremely
Upsetting

B4

2.

13.

How much

control over the win or loss of this match did you

I

have?

5

Had no

Had

Control

Complete

At all

Control

How much has each of the following factors contributed to your
win or loss?
rndicate the ímportance of each of these factors by recording the appropriate
number on the IBM sheet.

Not at al1
Important

L4.

Luck

15.

My

16.

My opponentrs

Moderately
Important

L23
L23

abílity
cheating

L7. I feel rired

L

Z

3

t23

18. The effort my opponent
put into the game

Very

Important
4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5

19. The mood I was in

L23
t23

20.

My opponenrfs

I

Z

3

4

5

21.

The game strategy

I used L

Z

3

4

5

22.

The equipment or facilities
(í.e., my racquet, the
conditions of the

ability

court, etc. )
23.
24.

The

this

effort I put into
game

The referring or
score-keeping (if
applicabte)

123
L23
I23

25. Other, please write in
L23
26. At \"rhat time was your match completed?

4
.

l"t.

Thank you for your cooperation.

post-Match euestionnaire

B5

The fo1lowíng questionnaire l-s to be completed
Just before you go to bed the
evenlng of your match. Again, it Ís important that you
ansvrer all the questions
and that you answer as candídly as possibre. your answers wi]l be completely
confldential. Please do not put your name on the questlonnaire or on the IBM
ansurer sheet. Record your answers to Questions A and B (be10w)
on this sheet.
Record your ansurers to all the other numbered quesËions on your IBM sheet.
Record
your answers on the rBM ansúrer sheet by marking the appropriate resPOnSe space
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) for each question.

Player I s

Code

A. Please think back over the time sínce your match. I^Ie would like to kno¡v the
initials of all the people with whom you interacted for 10 minutes or
By interacting, we mean talking or doing things (ie. sporting activities,more.work,
chores, etc. ) together. I^Ie don t t need to know their names, just their initials.
If you v¡ere with several people, put dovm the word "Group" rather-Tã'an-anindivídualrs inítials.
Beside the personrs initials,
we would also like to know about
long you
spent together. I^Irite this Èime ín minutes beside the individualrs how
initials.
INITIALS

B.

LENGTH OF TIME

At what tine did you complete this questionnaire?
.M.

B6

Record your ans!¡ers

1.

\.,'hat

to the followlng questlons on your IBM sheeti

2.

is your sex?

1 = Male
2 = FemaLe
2. Since your match how many friends did you call on the

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
3.

How many

phone?

none

Lor2
3or4
5or6
7 or more

times since your match did you actively seek out the companionship

of friends, relatives or
f)
2)
3)
4)
5)

co-workers?

did not seek any companionship
once or twice
three to five times
six to nine Ëimes
ten or more times

People differ in the ways they think about themselves. Please describe
yourself às you have thought about yourself in the time sínce your mateh
There are L2 pairs of words which are opposite in meaning. Indicate which
adjective best describes you by recording the number on your IBM sheet.

Very

Quite

Middle
of the

Quite

Very

Road

t2
L2
L2
L2
t2
L2
T2

5

MATTIRE

5

INEFFICIENT

5

CHEERFiIL

5

SECRETIVE

5

MODEST

5

UNSTIRE

5

UNFRIENDLY

5

I.JNINTELLIGENT

4

5

UPSET

4

5

TIRED

14.THOUGHTLESST23

4

5

THOUGHTFI]L

L2

4

5

TIMID

4.

I}ß,IATURE

5.

EFFICIENT

6.

GLOOMY

7.

FRANK

8.

BOASTFUL

9.

CONFIDENT

10.

FRIENDLY

11. INTELLIGENT T
t2. cAllf
13.
15.

ENERGETIC

BOLD

L2
L23

4-

2

B7

3.
Below is a list of the ways you might feel.
Tndicate how often each of the
followíng stateaents descríbes how you have felt in the tíme since your ¡natch.

A little of A lot of
the time the time the time

None of

16. There are people I can talk to

}lost or
all of
the time
4

17. People are around me but not rrith

me

4

18. There are people who really understand

me

4

19.. I feel isolated from others

4

20. I can fínd companionship when I want it

4

2L. There is no one I can turn to

4

22. I feel left out

4

23. There are people I feel close

Ëo

4

24. My interests and ideas are not shared
by those around me

I

2

3

4

25. No one really knows me well

I

2

3

4

I

2

3

4

26. I feel in tune with the people around
27. I have a lot in
around

common

me

with the people

me

Answer these statements in terms of how you have felt
Never

or
Rarely

or a
little of
the time

since your match.

Some

or all
of the tíne

MosÈ

Occasionally

28.

I felt depressed

I

2

3

4

29.

I felt that people dislike me I

2

3

4

30.

I had trouble keeping my mind
on what I was doing
I

3

31. I felt that I could not shake
off the blues even with
help fron my farnily or
friends
I

2

3

4

32. I felt sad

2

3

4

33. I felt that I was just
good as other people

1

as
1

li

BB

4.

Never
or
Rarely

or a
little of
the time

Some

Occasionally

l'îost or all
of the time

34. I had crying spells

2

5

35. I felt fearful

2

4

36. I thought my life had
been a faílure

1

2

3

4

37. I felt lonely

1

2

3

4

38. I felt hopeful about
the future

4

39. I enjoyed life

4

40.

How many

times since your match, in your relations with other people, did

you have disagreemenËs?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
4I.

never
once or twice

three or four times
five or six Ëimes
more than six tirnes

times since your match, in your relations with other people, did
feel irritated or frustrated?

How many

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

never
once or twice

three or four times
five or six times
more Èhan six times

Thank-you for your partícipation

and cooperation.

you

